Abstract: Knowledge Management (KM) concerns innovating, spreading, sharing and using of knowledge assets. Dynamic knowledge flow management consists of cognition-compliant knowledge transferring and propagation for facilitating problem solving, which is a novel research issue in the KM domain. In this paper, the cognition is treated as the reflection-based knowledge Knowledge flow management supporting complex problem solving 89 application process related to problem solving and the cognition-compliant knowledge transferring and propagation is implemented through learning. Learning spectrum engaged in knowledge flow is explored from two aspects: depth learning and breadth learning corresponding to meta-cognition and group-cognition, respectively. Our work is based on a motivating example derived from New Product Development (NPD). To meet the globally distributed tendency of complex problem solving with cognitive intention, the infrastructure of Problem Solving Environment (PSE) based on Knowledge Grid (KG) scenarios is explored to facilitate web-based complex problem solving. At last, the conclusions are presented.
Introduction
Now, Knowledge Management (KM) is a topic of considerable interest. KM concerns innovating, spreading, sharing and using of knowledge assets (Zhuge, 2002a) . However, the majority of extant KM research treats knowledge as a static object that can be acquired, stored and retrieved through information technology. Generally, there stand two fundamental problems in the domain of KG from the current viewpoints: 1 many researchers view knowledge as distinct or static assets for management by taking advantage of metadata or ontology and 2 very little attention is paid to the dynamics of knowledge processing and its management which is often called as 'knowledge flow' management (Haythornthwaite, 2005; Nissen and Levitt, 2004; Zhuge, 2002a,c) .
The former topic has been explored for decades. The latter topic could be treated as a high stage of KM and is a novel research issue. Now, the concept of knowledge flow is referred to mainly in the collaborative computing domain for modelling and steering knowledge interaction, innovation, transfer and sharing among participators in teamwork (Haythornthwaite, 2005; Zhuge, 2002c) . For example, Zhuge Hai believed that knowledge flow is a process of knowledge transfer between people or knowledge processing mechanisms. He pointed out that the direction, content and carrier are three crucial attributes of knowledge flow (Zhuge, 2002a) . To promote knowledge flow research from KM, Nissen et al. summarised that notional knowledge-Flow trajectories can be delineated by a curvilinear vector sequence S-E-C-I (i.e. corresponding to the processes of socialisation, externalisation, combination and internalisation, respectively) (Nissen and Levitt, 2004) . Since the dynamic knowledge application often aims at problem solving under a desired infrastructure, the concept and the methodology employed for knowledge flow research (Haythornthwaite, 2005; Nissen and Levitt, 2004; Zhuge, 2002a,c) could be popularised universally in the cognition-based complex problem solving process executed in a cooperative way. In the view of collaboration during complex problem solving, knowledge flow management should highlight the fundamental knowledge interaction management in a variety of networked scenarios. In this paper, the cognition is treated as the reflection-based knowledge application process related to problem solving and the cognition-compliant knowledge transferring and propagation are implemented through learning in a knowledge-based system with active human participation. Therefore, learning relations occurred among individuals/teams or learning relations between individuals/teams and knowledge assets indicate the knowledge flow direction from the exchange logic of knowledge transferring and propagation. Moreover, problem-solving process is often executed in a Problem Solving Environment (PSE) that is a complete, integrated environment for composing, compiling and running applications in a specific area. PSE is often considered as a mechanism to integrate different software constructions and management tools and application specific libraries, within a particular problem domain (Huang, 2005; Taylor et al., 2003; Varadarajan and Ramakrishnan, 2005) .
As a tendency, the internet technologies enable the cognition-based problem solving to be globally distributed for upgrading the competitiveness and promoting the innovation of teams that collaborate in a virtual organisation (Zhuge, 2002c) , which underlies an e-Science infrastructure. To facilitate web-based knowledge transferring and propagation, Knowledge Grid (KG) and semantic web attract more and more attention (Berman, 2001; Cannataro and Talia, 2004; Zhuge, 2004a) . In this paper, we will explore PSE based on KG scenarios for the observation that former scientists use efficient computational methods to carry out their problem-solving process -however now computational scientists must use the accumulated methods and rules from a variety of knowledge sources that may even exist on the internet.
KG and semantic web are treated as the high-level application of the Grid that is advocated as the next generation web (Foster and Kesselman, 2003) . PSEs provide some back end computational resources and convenient access to their capabilities and the integration of different PSEs oriented towards the web environment makes up of the back end of grid computational, especially the KG (Haythornthwaite, 2005) . Berman (2001) proposed that a KG is the convergence of a comprehensive computational infrastructure along with the scientific data collections and applications for routinely supporting the synthesis of knowledge from that data. Zhuge (2004a) believed that the KG is an intelligent, sustainable internet application that enables people or virtual roles (mechanisms that facilitate interoperation among users, applications and resources) to effectively capture, publish, share and manage explicit knowledge resources. Accordingly, he summarised the KG's distinguishing characteristics and pointed out that there are five issues in KG research. The first is theories, models, methods and mechanisms for capturing and representing knowledge. The second issue is knowledge visualisation and innovation. The third issue is effective propagation and management of knowledge in dynamic virtual organisations. The fourth issue is effective knowledge organisation, evaluation, refinement and derivation. The fifth is knowledge association and integration. Based on those ideas, a KG should synthesise the integration of the data, computing and the network hardware, the development of the software and the coordination of a large and distributed human infrastructure. The development of a KG requires the design and deployment of sophisticated tools that allow application developers to synthesise knowledge from data through mining, inference and other techniques.
As suggested by Zhuge (2004a) , knowledge flow typically features the dynamical environment of KG. The main function of KG is to synthesise knowledge from data by means of mining and reference, to enable search engines to make references, answer questions and to draw conclusions from masses of data. Accordingly, the infrastructure of grid middleware plays a critical role in facilitating knowledge flow execution and knowledge discovery when KG is exploited for their application needs (Thilo, 2003) .
To promote complex problem solving under a certain PSE, this paper focuses on discussing the cognition-compliant learning spectrums supporting complex problem solving. The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, some basic concepts engaged in KM are explored related to problem solving. The integrative analysis is presented for KM oriented towards complex problem solving. In Section 3, learning spectrums are explored from depth learning and breadth learning, respectively, corresponding to meta-cognition and group-cognition based on a motivating example derived from New Product Development (NPD). In Section 4, based on the structure of web Knowledge-Flow Peers (WKFP) and the structure of web Knowledge-Flow Peers Directory (WKFPD) as well as their relation in form of UML, an infrastructure promoted by WKFPD is explored. The conclusions of this paper are presented in Section 5 at last.
The integrative analysis for KM oriented towards problem solving
Generally, the data assets are the set of perceived facts, which are often put into storage in a database for later use. The information is the meaningful data aggregated with a goal for data consumers. Compared with the data, information is a subset of a dataset aggregated in a logical formalisation. Knowledge assets are the set of accumulated facts, ideas and understanding related to the totality of what is known. Domain knowledge is often materialised into theorems, rules, technical specifications and techniques. The formalised knowledge representation is often treated as the explicit knowledge (Sun et al., 2001) . Besides the explicit knowledge, tacit knowledge is indispensable in problem solving process (Applen, 2002) . It is one of the key factors that feature intelligence and insight capabilities. Data mining and pattern recognition are two typical ways to reify tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge from large amounts of data. Learning is a main method to capture explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge (Frasconi et al., 1995; Sun et al., 2001) . Figure 1 demonstrates the relations between tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge during problem solving. In a KM domain, ontology is a useful concept and is often exploited in practice for facilitating sorting, searching and understanding knowledge. Ontology is a vocabulary of entities, classes, properties, functions and their relationships (Aldea et al., 2003) . For example, it has been found to be useful in retrieving the appropriate information from documents by providing a structure index to annotate the contents of a document with semantic information, especially in integrating the information from various sources by providing a structure for its organisation. Moreover, for facilitating knowledge propagation and sharing, it also plays an important role in ensuring consistency and correctness by formulating constraints on the content of information, in creating libraries of interchangeable and reusable models and in supporting inference to derive additional knowledge from a set of facts. Once its definition and description are represented in details, the tacit knowledge related to ontology would be reified into explicit knowledge. The concept of ontology has been adopted in the technology of XML Schema, RDF Schema, DAML+OIL, Topic Map and WOL, to name a few (http://www.w3.org/RDF/; http://www.topicmaps.org/). Meeting different domain requirements for KM, different sorts of ontology are distinguished in practice. For instance, in Aldea et al. (2003) identifies four different types of ontologies: domain ontologies, generic or common sense ontologies, method ontologies and metadata ontologies.
Essentially, the problem solving is a problem cognising process. Upon a complex problem solving process, the first step should be to identify the ontology engaged in the problem area. This is the beginning of the problem cognition. At this stage, the depth and breadth of problem cognising depend on the learning around the explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge related to the problem. After mastering the essence of the problem, the conceived solving schema could just be feasible and could efficiently pilot the solving process as a guideline. Unfortunately, the problem cognising is often a recursive process in a progressive way and it is impossible for us to master a complex problem utterly with a round of cognition. Iterative cognition or iterative learning occurs frequently.
Accordingly, cognition and learning are two sides related to problem solving (Frasconi et al., 1995; Sun et al., 2001) . In this paper, we believe that cognition is a knowledge application process through perception, reasoning or intuition, while learning is a process for capturing knowledge through experience or study. Upon a complex problem solving process, the description of the problem ontology put forward during cognising points out the scope and the content of learning, while the learning promotes the cognising process forward. In this paper, the learning process around explicit knowledge would be treated as legacy learning for problem solving and the learning process inspired with tacit knowledge would be treated as innovative learning. Generally, innovative learning is a high stage and legacy learning is a primitive stage in a hybrid learning process, all of which are positive for enhancing problem solving.
For promoting cognition, a complex problem is often decomposed into some subproblems from different dimensions and the global problem solving depends on subproblem solving processes. Accordingly, the global problem cognising and its related learning processes are often organised in a hierarchical way. Besides, for a complex problem solving, there are often more than one team or participator engaged in the cognising process. They often execute in a collaborating way, each of which would take over a subproblem solving. In order to distinguish the local problem solving process, the local cognising oriented towards a subproblem would be treated as a meta-cognition, with the assumption that there are only two levels in the hierarchical organisation. Compared to the meta-cognition, the global problem solving would be treated as cooperative cognition. Similarly, the local learning process for promoting the metacognition would be treated as a meta-learning process and the global learning process for promoting the group cognition would be treated as a group learning process (Schweighofer and Doya, 2003) . Figure 2 demonstrates the relationship among these concepts in UML formalisation. The tacit knowledge, explicit knowledge, ontology, cognition and learning are five key concepts engaged in problem solving. Since learning has been a central aspect of AI from its earliest days and is a vital characteristic of any intelligent system (Wilson and Keil, 1999) , this paper aims at exploring the learning method for enhancing problem solving. Specially, the knowledge flow consists of knowledge interaction for piloting problem solving, based on learning relations among teams or individuals. With the goal in our mind, this paper concentrates on exploring the learning mechanism and the infrastructure for promoting knowledge capturing from the point of view of knowledge flow.
3 Learning-spectrum-based knowledge flow management for promoting problem solving
Motivating example
For sharing and pooling knowledge towards a common goal among people with diverse backgrounds, knowledge flows in interdisciplinary teams have become of particular interest to research and alliances cross traditional disciplinary boundaries. To understand the need of such groups, it is important to find out what knowledge interactions and learning relationships form the basis of the fundamental of knowledge flow (Haythornthwaite, 2005; Yao et al., 2002) . To facilitate our further discussion, a motivating example of cognition pattern exploited in NPD is discussed in this section. The knowledge assets of a company consist of the knowledge concerning products, markets, technologies and organisations of a business. Knowledge adds value through a set of business processes at strategic, tactical and organisational levels. Roughly, NPD is a problem-driven knowledge application process that concentrates on the transformation from tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge which promotes NPD. The tacit knowledge includes not only the designer's basic consciousness of expected products, but also the knowledge stored in the enterprise's repository that only could be reified through some tools or methods for knowledge discovery or data mining (Aldanondo et al., 2000) . Generally, the conceptualisation of existing and expected products is indispensable in reifying the tacit knowledge. By conceptualising products, categorising, correcting and condensing related data in the enterprise's repository becomes effective in the form of ontology. It is important in the decision discovery, concept design and early decision-making (Suzuki et al., 2002) .
The conceptualising process supporting tacit knowledge's reification could be identified as the following four stages: 1 conceptualise expected and existing products 2 frame case structures and gather relevant decision cases 3 learn from feedback and 4 develop solutions through iterations of idea exchange. Now, it is easy to access to a wide range of information, while the increasing size and complexity of databases or repositories make it more and more difficult to analyse this vast amount of data manually with the goal of gaining new insights. Conceptualising and formalising existing and expected products could set up a foundation for the data mining or knowledge discovery.
Here, some hypotheses are put forward to facilitate further discussions. Let Set_of_Product = {Product_1, Product_2,…, Product_n} be the set of existing produces related to expected products, that is, there are n feasible design patterns or cases that could be referred to or consulted as design guidelines in NPD. These accumulated effective design proposals can be treated as an explicit knowledge base supporting NPD. Moreover, let Set_of_CA = {c_a 1 , c_a 2 ,…, c_a n } be the set of characteristic attributes from functional aspects derived from expected products' models, which are described in the form of ontology and would be treated as the basic set of the problem ontology piloting decision-making. Let Set_of_CA_Inherited be the subset of Set_of_CA, which stands for the characteristic attributes that could be inherited from some existing products. The image of c_a i derived from Set_of_Product would be indicated by c_a i ' in this paper. Obviously, there could be more than one image related to c_a i in Set_of_Product. Let Set_of_CA_Innovated be the subset of Set_of_CA, which stands for the original characteristic attributes without images derived from Set_of_Product. The number of elements contained in Set_of_CA_Innovated evaluates the innovating degree during NPD. The smaller it is, the less innovative NPD is. If Set_of_CA_Innovated = Set_of_CA, the product development could be treated as an absolute innovative process. Similarly, if Set_of_CA_Inherited = Set_of_CA, the product development could be treated as an absolute legacy product design. Obviously, Set_of_CA_Inherited or Set_of_CA_Innovated is a partition of Set_of_CA and there are two relations between them.
According to the rough set theory (Zhang et al., 2001 ), Set_of_CA_Inherited and Set_of_CA_Innovated form an absolute partition of Set_of_CA. Through conceptualising the knowledge ontology related to Set_of_CA_Inherited, all explicit knowledge assets related to NPD are abstracted and aggregated from the enterprise knowledge base. Therefore, a cognitive pattern directing NPD can be formalised as follows (Thilo, 2003 Here, two concepts useful for our later discussions are put forward as bellow: If SubSet_of_CA_Inherited = Set_of_CA_Inherited, Set_of_Product/Set_of_CA_Inherited could be viewed as a complete reification of tacit knowledge relevant to expected products from the enterprise's repository. The problem-solving process is a cognising and invocating process through learning from some existing knowledge. How to deploy the learning process is very important to promote problem solving. For instance, in NPD, the customisable product design is often explanation-based learning from customers. A legacy application is a typical reuse of knowledge or past experience associated with the cased-based learning (Foster and Kesselman, 2003) . In the view that the expected product would be decomposed into Set_of_CA_Inherited and Set_of_CA_Innovated, respectively in the framework, if Θ a could be calculated directly based on the mapped images derived from Set_of_Product (such as Set_of_Product/element_i or Set_of_ Product/SubSet_of_CA_Inherited), the learning process would be treated as a legacy learning (in this situation, Θ would be indicated as Θ 1 ) in this paper or the learning process is treated as an innovative learning (in this situation, Θ would be indicated as Θ 2 ). We will discuss these two learning methods in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
Legacy learning pattern
Decisions in the early design phase of NPD are often based on incomplete and illy structured information. So, they are often made in an empirical manner by using only personal knowledge and experience achieved during past problem solving processes (Foster and Kesselman, 2003) . It is widely cited that most managers/designers refer to previous solutions as the first step in the design process. So, the solution of a problem or difficulty that was found in an earlier project and subsequently resolved, could be reused in a new project. To learn from existing knowledge assets, it is an efficient way to promote further cognition. Learning algorithms could be classified into supervised learning, unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning. They are efficient ways in discovering complex problems or systems (Cannataro and Talia, 2004) . In this section, a legacy-learning pattern is explored by the what-if analysis method (Sun et al., 2001 ).
Definition 4: Let f be the cognitive function, θ i be a basic cognitive ground that has been achieved in advance. So, the cognition-intended legacy learning pattern performed by participator i could be formalised as below:
1 ( ) : i i i Q f Q θ − − ⎯⎯ →Θ
where Q could be generalised into a cognised object, Θ 1− (i−Q) is the outcome of cognising based on the cognitive ground that has been achieved in advance. θ i could be empty and if θ i = Φ, then Θ 1−(i−Q) = Φ. In the motivating example, the cognitive ground of θ i could be instantiated into Set_of_Product/element_i or Set_of_Product/SubSet_of_CA_Inherited, as defined in Definitions 2 and 3. Generally, Q is a kind of cognised ontology and θ i is a kind of learning ontology which could be defined by the domain ontology interpreted and metadata ontology indexed.
The legacy learning defined in Definition 4 emphasises the learning participator and its cognitive ground. It would be treated as a meta-learning process and would be abbreviated as θ i /f i in this paper. According to the cognitive variable and the subject it performs, the cognition pattern could be summarised as listed in Table 1 by taking advantage of Definitions 2 and 3. In the motivating example, when dealing with a product, value analysis shows that the product can be considered either as a set of functions by the customer or as a set of components by the designer. The customer buys the functions and the developer sells the components. Furthermore, a product is not only a sum of its components, but also the correlation of those components that is indispensable in meeting the customer expectations and public acceptability. The expected product is often developed through a sequence of questions in a scenario which takes into account all requirements coming from nearly all dimensions. So, it is difficult to describe the correlations among the components in detail based on personal knowledge. In this case, the group learning based on the meta-learning is required for enhancing the cognising process from the depth and breadth. According to Definition 4, a group-learning pattern could be defined by Definition 5 as follows.
Definition 5: Group Learning Pattern oriented towards legacy cognition could be formalised as a two-tuple of (θ i /f i , R). The relation R is a Boolean functional binary relation defined as R: (θ i /f i ) × (θ j /f j ))→ {T, F}, T and F are the Boolean values, true and false.
Upon the occurrence of a meta-cognition during legacy learning, the cognitive function f i stands for the direction of the knowledge flow oriented meta-cognition. The knowledge flow occurs between the cognising subject and the cognised ontology. If the cognising subject is an individual, the meta-cognition and meta-learning is unfolded in a reflecting way, if the cognising subject is a team, the meta-learning is unfolded in the form of discussions inside the team without learning process from other teams. For a grouping-learning pattern, R stands for the direction of the knowledge flow oriented towards group cognition. The knowledge flow occurs among the cognising subjects. The cognising subjects learn from each other for a common problem solving defined in a coarse granularity. It depends on the meta-learning unfolded inside a team for different subproblem solving processes defined in a fine granularity. Obviously, the knowledge source for learning is different for these two kinds of knowledge flow. The static property often characterises the knowledge resource indicated by f i , while dynamic property often characterises the knowledge assets indicated by R.
Innovative learning pattern
In NPD, the appreciation of upgrade/improvement of an exiting product will greatly benefit the expected product, either to the company or to the market, which is often achieved through innovative learning or innovative cognising. Based on Definition 4, an innovative learning pattern could be defined by Definition 6. 
Definition 7: Group Learning Pattern oriented towards innovative cognition could be formalised as a two-tuple of (g i , R). The relation R is a Boolean functional binary relation defined as R: g i × g j →{T, F}, T and F are the Boolean values, true and false.
Grouping learning is helpful for degrading the disadvantage of mismatched understanding to the common problem ontology among teams. The knowledge flow indicated by R has the same property presented in Section 3.2. Please note that the cognising process has different phases or stages corresponding to a complex problem solving process as we mentioned in Section 2. Cognition of some problems is usually a recursive process in a progressive way. Learning process is promoted by different granularities of cognition and the group learning is helpful for cognitive evolution because it can inspire each other through collaboration.
Breadth learning pattern for promoting collaborative cognition
Definition 4 discussed in Section 3.2 and Definition 6 discussed in Section 3.3 could be treated as a depth-learning paradigm promoting a team's or individual cognitive process. Besides this promoting learning paradigm, global problem solving also depends on the learning process among teams or individuals, which would be treated as a breadth-learning paradigm in this paper. The associated relations among subproblems often cause some knowledge interactions between local problem solving processes. The object or content for learning is produced dynamically by a cognising process and it could not be described in advance. The group learning patterns defined by Definitions 5 and 7 are typical breadth learning paradigms for promoting problem solving. Here, the breadth learning is an exclusive concept related to dynamic cooperative cognition. Especially, it occurs during the cognising process and is a main factor engaged in dynamic KM. If the cognitive result has been formalised and has been put into a database or a repository, the later learning from it supporting other complex problem solving would be reduced to depth learning. For exploring the breadth-learning paradigm, a general formalisation of cognising evolution is discussed first. 
Let Q-Element be a problem element, if (Q-Element∈SucceedState-i)∧ (Q-Element ∉ PreviousState-i), we believe that there arises a new problem during cognising. 4 If SucceedState-i = Φ, we believe that the cognition behaviour has finished all the cognitive tasks, that is, the end of this cognition stage.
Since the knowledge flow engaged in the cooperative cognition is always piloted by some dependence relations among subproblem solving processes, breadth learning could be treated as a process related to knowledge interaction among individuals or teams. 
Pr Pr
We believe that there exists a breadth learning relation between those two cognition behaviours. Cognising-Agent-n is a learner during their cognitive cooperation. In this situation, the knowledge flow management focuses on managing the Cognition-Precondition-i to promote the breadth learning.
Definition 8 provides a foundation for the breadth leaning directed by a learning relation. The learning relation could be partially determined by global problem logical assignment. Some dynamic learning relations would be set up during the old problem solving for new problems as mentioned in the third feature. Moreover, individual self-governing reflection characterises the meta-cognition and knowledge interaction features the cooperative cognition according to the participator's intervention. Metacognitions make up of the evolution steps of cooperative cognition (Berman, 2001; Zhuge, 2002a Zhuge, , 2004a . Depth learning and breadth-learning paradigm are helpful for steering the process of knowledge capture from different knowledge sources. Figure 3 demonstrates a hybrid-learning framework supporting complex problem solving. 
Related work
The problem solving process is one of basic components engaged in science activities. As mentioned in previous sections, a complex problem solving is often implemented by some teams or individuals in a collaborative way. Due to the increasing complexity of problems in science research, large-scale problem solving processes are often implemented in the form of E-Science to gain competitive advantages, that is, nearly all computing behaviours and cooperations could be unfolded on the internet. Thanks to the rapid IT development, complex problem solving could be deployed globally for upgraded competitiveness and promoted innovations of teams that collaborate in the form of virtual organisations. For example, with recent advances in pervasive devices and communication technology, there are increasing computing behaviours that are deployed with networked services. These services extend from web browsers on personal computers to handheld devices and sensor networks. To meet current requirements, the research of PSE is evolving from standalone systems to complex, networked infrastructures. It aims at integrating geographically disparate and heterogeneous computing processes seamlessly (Huang, 2005; Varadarajan and Ramakrishnan, 2005) . A specific trend contributing towards this evolution is the emerging system infrastructure of KG (Berman, 2001; Cannataro and Talia, 2004; Zhuge, 2004a) . KG is a paradigm for promoting KM on Grid that is advocated as the next-generation web. Components of Grid Application Toolkit (GAT) often concludes a set of functions that provide support for resource management and security, define available resources, monitor and discover services and even control I/O devices. It plays a major role in providing seamless, pervasive and secure resources based on the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA), in which grid services conform to a set of conventions for controlled, fault-resilient and secure management of services and expose capabilities via standard interfaces. In practice, Open Grid Services Infrastructure (OGSI) addresses detailed specifications of the interfaces that a grid service must implement to fit into the OGSA architecture. OGSI-compliant services have been reified into OGSA's Globus Toolkit. The deployment could be implemented by Globus Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM), Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI), Resource Specification Language (RSL) and GridFtp contained in the Globus Toolkit (Foster and Kesselman, 2003 ; http://www.globus.org/toolkit/). Based on those enabled grid technologies, KG is defined as an intelligent interconnection environment that enables people or teams to effectively capture, publish, share and manage explicit knowledge resources as well as provide on-demand knowledge services to support people to carry out innovation, cooperative teamwork, problem-solving and decision making in Zhuge (2004b) . It adopts the current IT techniques and standards and evolves with the progress of all efforts towards the next-generation web. The semantic web is the understanding basis of the KG. Moreover, a KG model to share and manage globally distributed knowledge resources is presented by Zhuge (2002b) . The model organises knowledge into a three-dimensional knowledge space and provides a Knowledge Grid Operation Language (KGOL).
An infrastructure of PSE based on scenarios of KG
KG provides a general, basic and public knowledge service infrastructure for E-Science. It specifies an ideal application paradigm that would prevail in future as advocated in Foster and Kesselman (2003) . Now, as a practical infrastructure, PSE provides the framework for a virtual organisation and plays an important role in integrating subproblem solving processes based on global problem's logical assignment. The collaborating teams would be deployed as WKFP based on WKFPD to manage the collaboration for enhancing breadth learning. In practice, a PSE concentrates on building an integrated PSE based on a set of knowledge resource index, a set of learning enabled knowledge services and a set of knowledge manipulation tools:
1 Knowledge resource index: indicates the basic explicit knowledge assets from access portal. The indexed repository is the basic learning object to initiate the problem solving using depth learning.
2 Learning enabled knowledge services: are implemented through knowledge interactions, which depend greatly on the logic of collaborations and knowledge representation methods. It guarantees the collaboration among individuals or teams using breadth learning.
3 Knowledge manipulation tools: navigate ontology building or cluster relevant resources to provide on-demand explicit knowledge services. Those tools and approaches aim to enable WKFP in discovering and extracting knowledge from web resources related to the problem solving.
As knowledge resources underlying the cognising and learning are distributed on the internet, the dynamic, decentralised, self-governing and platform-independent features decide that the computing behaviours must be engaged in a complex problem solving process. More specially, the meta-learning is a self-governing computing behaviour. It should have the ability to configure itself under web environments. In addition, the meta-learning process should adapt itself to the environment and the context surrounding its activity and responds accordingly under varying and unpredictable conditions to meet problem solving requirements. The global logic of the problem solving is deployed by distributed and self-governing WKFP in a collaborative way. The knowledge flow during the problem solving is only the knowledge propagation among the collaborators based on their depth learning and breadth learning. Knowledge-location and collaborator-location mechanisms would play a key role in facilitating collaborations in heterogeneous web environments, which is more complex than traditional KM inside an individual system. The unambiguous representation of the knowledge through metadata and ontology is a key aspect in KG's building (Fakas and Karakostas, 2004) . Similarly, under a PSE, web resources should be described by metadata in a common and shared form with unique and global identities. To improve knowledge access during learning, it is necessary to integrate knowledge discovery and knowledge-mining techniques into PSE for knowledge reasoning and querying over metadata (Cannataro and Talia, 2004) . As an infrastructure, PSE should enable complex problem solving from two aspects:
1 promoting learning process of WKFP and 2 facilitating the collaboration among WKFPs.
The enabling technology supporting the first issue could be some learning methods, knowledge reasoning and ontology and semantic search engines. Based on those enabling technologies, the collaboration among WKFPs could be deployed by knowledge-location and collaborator-location management. Figure 4 demonstrates the structure of the WKFP class and WKFPD class as well as their relations in UML. The parameters and methods contained in the WKFP class and WKFPD class are listed in Table 2 . Figure 5 illustrates an infrastructure of PSE based on definitions of the WKFP class and WKFPD class. Please note that the numbers enclosed in brackets in Figure 5 indicate corresponding functions listed in Table 2 . In Figure 5 , the PSE is organised around WKFPD that plays as the engine for piloting the collaborating among WKFPs. A WKFP acts as an autonomic peer in depth learning in a self-governing fashion (Ganek and Corbi, 2003; Kepbart and Cbess, 2003) . Its computing behaviour during breadth learning is steered by WKFPD. 
Conclusion
Learning and cognition are two basic aspects in promoting a complex problem solving.
To facilitate explicit and tacit knowledge learning processes, the knowledge flow management consists of two aspects of management issues. The first management issue focuses on the relation management between the set of knowledge learners and the set of explicit knowledge assets. It aims at guaranteeing that a right learner could access to right static knowledge assets at right time for right knowledge consumers. The second management issue concentrates on dynamic knowledge interactions among individuals or teams, which is indispensable for promoting a complex problem solving in a collaborative way. It aims at guaranteeing that a right learner could have contact with right collaborators at the right time for right knowledge consumers. Problem solving is often unfolded under a certain PSE. A PSE plays as an infrastructure that supports knowledge flow management from global problem logical assignment. The principles presented in this paper would be helpful for the KM engaged in collaborative computing, autonomic computing or other web-based KM systems. In future research, we will put this KM paradigm into practice by improving its capabilities in knowledge capturing, knowledge interaction and global collaborations through ontology constitution and learning tool development, in despite of additional challenges that would cause some new unexpected issues.
